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Outlook.com and the re-introduction of the micro-blogging function of Twitter, Microsoft is again all eyes on their biggest fans and users: the corporate users. The market is seeing a re-establishment of the former Office Live, while Office 2011 is seen as a refresh for many users. Therefore, one would ask: Is Microsoft listening to its users? The first major change in the Outlook.com is the new design

and the re-introduction of the old letter management: the mail sorting. Microsoft is re-introducing the old mail sorting functionality. Image courtesy of Microsoft Microsoft is also introducing a new interface for sorting the mail. Up to now, there were many options and every user had his own favorite. If you want to keep your mail separate for business and private mail, there is no problem. The new
interface allows to separate mail by folder. Do you want to separate the mail in different sub-folders for your work and private matters? In the past, there was no problem. The standard in Outlook was the direct access to the folders, but if you wanted a strict separation, you had to create a specific folder. The new interface allows to create and sort your folders. The second major change is the re-
introduction of the concept of folders in the new Outlook.com. Old school users remember the folders of the Exchange, the mail folder and the calendar folder. With the new Outlook, Microsoft is reintroducing the concept of folders. This allows users to group their mail according to different criteria. The old folder view from Outlook is in the background. Let's assume you have an email from

“Mark”, a colleague who works in “Marketing”. The first step for the user is to identify the business section, when the mail is going to be a business related matter or not. The new Outlook.com is providing different functions for mail sorting. In the screenshot above 82157476af
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